About the STUDIO

The CiTEL STUDIO is a quiet space that has been set up in CiTEL with equipment, software and support for staff to create multimedia learning and to design engaging learning experiences for students.

What can you do there?

⇒ Create short tutorials. Record “how-to” instructions for software use.
⇒ Collaborate on learning projects with colleagues
⇒ Develop co-teaching strategies and curriculum resources.
⇒ Create

Equipment and Software

⇒ Surface Pro 4 laptop (i7) complete with a large external monitor, keyboard, webcam, good quality headset and microphone. High quality Panasonic video camera & tripod available on request.
⇒ Software includes: Full Adobe CC Suite, Inspiration 9, Acid Express 7, Sibelius and all LHC standard audio & video editing software. Screencast and edit with easy-to-use Camtasia Recording 8.
⇒ The Studio is also fully equipped to a professional standard with lights, backdrop, video camera and tripod for capturing and creating video.

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL

Through Bookit:
Look for CiTEL STUDIO

SUPPORT FOR USERS

◊ Self-help resources: Instruction sheets are available in the STUDIO. Online resources are accessible from the LHC Library Libguides elearning page http://libguides.lhc.qld.edu.au/elearning/studio
◊ Learning Design support – Contact Janet Buchan
◊ eLearning support – Contact Anita Moore

ENQUIRIES: Janet Buchan  Director CiTEL

FLIP YOUR CLASSROOM
PROVIDE 24/7 ACCESS TO PERSONALISED LEARNING RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS
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